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System Requirements
Desktop Environment
Windows 10/11
Mac OS X
Google Chrome Web Browser
Teams Browser Plugin

Mobile Environment
Apple iPhone
Apple iPad
Android Compatible Phone
Android Compatible Tablet

Compatible Instruments
X-Rite
i1Pro 2
eXact
eXact 2*
i1Pro 3*
i1Pro 3 Plus*
Ci64*
*Under Development

Variable Inc
Spectro 1
Spectro 1 Pro

Nix Sensor
Spectro 2

Data Formats
CxF-3 for Color Import/Export

Define your colors
Simply upload your existing library into 
a Teams color book or use your attached 
instrument to measure a spectral curve. 
Colors can also have multiple spectral curve 
definitions based on the type of instrument 
that will be measuring in production.  

Create your products
Combine your color standards with an item 
image and measurement conditions to define 
your products. Then share your products with 
teammates or external production teams 
so they can measure new production runs. 
Rest assured that your products can only be 
measured to the settings you have defined 
which cannot be modified by a recipient.

Measure production runs
Upon receipt of a new product, manufacturers 
can create production runs and measure 
directly into their web browser or with a 
mobile device. Results are available instantly 
to all team members with access to the 
product. Measurement analysis screens are 
offered in multiple levels of detail to satisfy 
all operator competency levels. Samples can 
also be marked as accepted or rejected to 
represent what will be shipped. 

Collaborate on color in real-time 

MeasureColor Teams is a revolutionary cloud-based application which provides 
instant verification of color accuracy to all stakeholders of a product. Operating via 
a web browser on PC and Mac and via dedicated mobile apps for iOS and Android 
devices, MeasureColor Teams is always at your fingertips. Use it to centrally specify 
your color standards, ensure their measurement conditions, and collect results as 
your products are being manufactured. Combine data across multiple production 
runs for consistency analysis and rank suppliers by highest rate of conformance.  

Compare multiple suppliers
As multiple production runs accumulate 
over time, you can compare consistency 
from a single supplier or multiple suppliers 
from the product quality report view. This 
display allows you to understand the total 
rate of compliance over all runs and all color 
measurements, while also contrasting the 
performance of each individual color. While 
one manufacturer may have the highest 
overall rate of compliance, it’s also possible 
they struggle on a key color important to 
your brand. This view would highlight such a 
situation and allow you to begin diagnosing 
the problem and working together on a 
resolution. Data from these views can also 
be exported for deeper analysis in statistical 
process control applications for specific types 
of further evaluation. 

Suitable Applications
Printed Board / Paper
Printed Film / Labels
Injection Molded Plastics
Textiles
Paint
Dyes
Ink
Liquid
Metal
Food Products


